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1

Introduction

Twitter is a micro-blogging service where users can post short updates, links or
notes in 140 characters, also called ’tweets’. Using certain symbols some logic
can be added to these tweets. For instance the ’@’ symbol (also called ’at-reply’)
can be used to specifically address another user, e.g. @username, thus resulting
the specific tweet to arrive in the users ’reply’ inbox. Using this symbol we can
create our user-facing interface, a Twitter account that will serve as an ’inbox’
for music related questions, which we will call @semanticlink. By addressing tweets to @semanticlink a question can be asked. Furthermore a specific
command can also be issued using a ’-’. As of this moment, supported commands are ’-artistinfo’ and ’-albumsof’. Using Twitter’s RESTful API,
the @semanticlink account is polled for incoming questions. Once a question
is received, the application will look up the answer in various data-sources. As
1

these data-sources can range from RESTful services to SPARQL endpoints, the
tweeted question will also be translated to a SPARQL query for the relevant
data-sources. For instance getting artist information from DBpedia through a
SPARQL endpoint and purchase details for this artist from Amazon. Translating the tweeted question to SPARQL will allow us to capture the semantics of a
question and offers some scalability in supporting a range of different questions
(or -CommandNames). Question and answers are stored in our own database,
such that we can offer a timeline of incoming questions and answers. The answer for the specific question asked will be tweeted back to the user asking the
musical question. This tweet contains a unique short-url (as a tweet is limited
to 140 characters), linking to the specific answer on our web application.

2

Architectural Overview

The web service consists of various components and ’moving parts’. First we
shall discuss the basic flow of the application, starting from when a request
comes in. Second we will discuss each component in further detail.

2.1

Flow

The basic flow of the application is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Basic Architecture and Flow of the Application
1. A twitter user tweets a musical question to the @semanticlink account, for
example “@semanticlink -albumsof ’White Stripes” ’.
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2. Using a daemon process we periodically check the @semanticlink for new
questions.
3. Musical questions are validated and stored. Next they are queued in
the message queue, ready to be parsed, converted to SPARQL for the
necessary endpoints and subsequently executed using various clients.
4. Answers to a specific musical query are stored alongside its question.
5. A link to our web application with that answer is shortened (as Twitter
only allows for 140 characters).
6. This link is tweeted back to the user that asked the question.
7. Dynamically a view is created at the web application’s side that holds the
answer.
8. The user finally visits his answers using the short-URL that was tweeted
back to him.
Next we will discuss the various components of the architecture.

2.2

Twitter Daemon

In order to retrieve the questions posed by Twitter users, we need to periodically
poll the Twitter API, for new so-called ’mentions’ or ’@replies’. Like any other
web service we need to be polite with the frequency of retrieving the mentions
of our Twitter account. As such a Twitter daemon will poll the Twitter API for
new mentions at a specified interval. This daemon uses Ruby’s interface to the
Unix fork() systems call to create a child process that retrieves new mentions
from Twitter, thus effectively running in the background. Using the fork() system call allows for reliable concurrency and parallelism in server applications.
For communicating with Twitter, the twitter ruby gem is used, with authentication being set up through a simple HTTP (username/password) mechanism
(an alternative would be to use the oauth standard).

2.3

The Database

For persistent storing of tweeted musical questions (and subsequent answers), a
document-oriented database called MongoDB is used. MongoDB is one of many
new databases, part of the ’NoSQL movement’, that promotes non-relation data
stores. Current computer architectures require horizontal scalabilty, and relational data stores are limited in handling large data sets. As such NoSQL type
data stores provide ’eventual consistency’. In MongoDB, schema’s are of a JSON
type nature, i.e. documents, and not rigid. For a rapid prototyping environment
such as this assignment, not needing to run database migrations when a table
is changed alongside not being confined to a ’set-in-stone’ database schema, is
a great benefit. For high performance the MongoDB data store is programmed
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in C++. Communication with Mongo is done through the Mongo Ruby driver
and the use of ’MongoMapper’ an object mapper written in Ruby, thus allowing
the use of model classes, of which instances can be created and subsequently
persisted to the data store. MongoMapper has a similiar API to ActiveRecord,
the default Ruby on Rails object-relational-mapper.

2.4

The Message Queue

Once a tweeted question is stored in MongoDB, answers from different online
resources need to be looked up. As we are dependent on external resources for
looking up musical answers, and retrieving, storing and retrieving the answers to
questions are all separate tasks, these requests are decoupled. The heavy lifting
of looking up answers is done in the background through a message queue. The
same holds for the tweeting back of the message as Twitter may face a service
outage, or the maximum amount of API calls has been achieved. Jobs are
put on a queue and are handled asynchronously from web requests and other
processes. The message queue that is used within this architecture is RabbitMQ,
an Erlang implementation of the AMQP protocol. Being written in Erlang,
which has it roots in the telecommunications industry, it offers high reliability,
availability and scalability. Communication from Ruby to RabbitMQ is done
through Minion, a domain specific language for queuing and consuming jobs
over AMQP in Ruby. Jobs are written in a separate worker.rb file. Executing
this file starts a separate worker process that subscribes to specific actions, in
this case the processing of tweeted questions, once they have been stored in the
database. An more detailed overview of the flow from a point of view of the
message queue is given below.
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Figure 2. The Message Queue
Of note is that any other AMQP compatible message queue could be used
in this scenario, similar to the data-store and object mapper (all are separable
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components).

2.5

The Web Application

The final service to which users will browse for their musical answer is a Ruby on
Rails web application. Ruby on Rails is a Model-View-Controller framework for
Ruby. In the case of this web application, the back-end i.e. the models which are
mapped to the data store, is modified to use MongoMapper as object mapper
instead of the default, Active Record. Second MongoDB is used as opposed
to a traditional relational data store such as MySQL or Postgres. The web
application is run within Unicorn, an HTTP server aimed at low-latency clients,
taking full advantage of Unix systems calls such as fork() and select().

3

Data Sources

This section describes the various clients for the data sources we consult in order
to answer a tweeted question. Depicted below is a graphical representation of
the flow between the different data sources.
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Figure 3. Data Sources Flow
When it is time to answer a tweet, a new instance of the QueryHandler
is created. The QueryHandler uses the TweetParser class to parse the actual
tweet. When a tweet is parsed, the command name and keyword are set. In
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case the tweet is not valid these variables will be empty whereas the TweetParser.error attribute will be full. After checking if the tweet is valid and it
is parsed correctly the QueryHandler creates a new instance of the AmazonClient. It also decides which fields to fetch from AmazonClient according to
the command that has been parsed in the TweetParser. Some example tweets
would be: @semanticlink -artistinfo ’cranberries’ or @semanticlink
-albumsof ’white stripes’. When the artistinfo is requested by the user,
the QueryHandler gets the artistInfo variable from TweetParser while on the
other hand when the albums are requested by the user, the QueryHandler gets
the albumsArray from the AmazonClient. In the end QueryHandler creates
a hash called infoHash which contains values for the following keys: "Artist",
"Albums" and "ArtistInfo" where the Artist contains the artist name as it is
supplied by MusicBrainz, the Albums is an array containing the information
of all the albums of the artist. Each entry of this array is a hash. The keys
are as followed: "AlbumManufacturer", "AlbumReleaseDate", "AlbumPrice",
"AlbumReview" where the AlbumPrice is the cheapest album price selected
from all the albums fetched from Amazon.us, and the ArtistInfo is the abstract
that is fetched from DBPedia via a SPARQL query which is generated through
TweetParser. The answer that is stored in MongoDB always contains the Artist
name with the basic result to the user’s query plus the optional results like the
price being the cheapest.
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Conclusions and Recommendations for Further
Research

Some obvious improvements and added functionality to this web application,
would be to offer an application programmers interface ourselves, such that other
programmers and passionate users could build upon our platform. As Ruby on
Rails is used to build the web application, offering a RESTful API with .xml or
.json output is quite trivial. Related to this improvement would be the idea to
allow for different form of user interfaces with the web application. Right now
Twitter is the only user-facing application that can interact with the web-service;
but a mobile version or another graphical user interface different from a web-site,
such as an Adobe Flex application can give the user a different user-experience.
Another idea would be to offer audio samples of the artist in question using
Amazon’s or Last.FM’s API. Two important directions for further research are
the inclusion of more data sources and being able to combine queries. The first is
not that difficult as the application is very modular, adding a new “client.rb”
alongside an updated model definition and the application would be able to give
even more answers. As MongoDB is schema-less, this wouldn’t break previous
questions and answers due to a redefinition of the model. The second is more
difficult as a different form of parsing of the incoming tweets would be needed. In
conlusion, building this web application was quite a unique learning experience
as we were concerned with all facets of building an application, ranging from
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the database, to the frontend, to text parsing of the tweeted questions. Second
we also built in some scalability, in form of both a message queue that move
the processing of questions to the background and in the form of a new type of
database technology. Alongside the other assignments and the final application
we both enjoyed following the Intelligent Web Applications course.
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Resources
• The RabbitMQ Messaging Queue - http://www.rabbitmq.com/
• The AMQP Standard - http://www.amqp.org
• Minion DSL for AMQP - http://github.com/orionz/minion
• MongoDB - http://www.mongodb.org/
• The MongoMapper Object Mapper - http://github.com/jnunemaker/mongomapper
• The Ruby on Rails MVC Web Framework - http://rubyonrails.org/
• Twitter - http://twitter.com/
• Twitter Ruby Gem - http://twitter.rubyforge.org/
• MusicBrainz - http://musicbrainz.org/
• DBpedia - http://dbpedia.org/About
• Eventful API - http://api.eventful.com/
• Amazon Web Services - http://aws.amazon.com/
• The Unicorn Web Server - http://unicorn.bogomips.org/
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Appendix A. Screenshots

Screenshot 1. Tweeted Question Overview

Screenshot 2. Answer with Event information
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Screenshot 3. Answer with Artist information

Screenshot 4. Answer with Album information
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